FEBS Youth Travel Fund

A number of fellowships for students and postdocs through the FEBS Youth Travel Fund (YTF) will be available for intraEuropean. Due to the limitate budget available the fellowship will essentially cover the registration fee.

Details of YTF eligibility criteria are on the FEBS website at: 
http://www.febs.org/our-activities/advanced-courses/youth-travel-fund

In brief Applicants should:

• Be not older than 35 years;
• Be registered as PhD Students at an Institute of Higher Learning in a country where there is a FEBS Constituent Society or be Postdoctoral Scientists within five (5) years of having completed a PhD thesis, working in a country where there is a FEBS Constituent Society;
• Be a member of a FEBS Constituent Society or be in the process to becoming a member and provide a valid certificate membership;
• Not have received a grant from Youth Travel Funds to attend a FEBS Course/Workshops in the current year, nor a Bursary to attend the FEBS Congress in the current year, nor a grant to attend the FEBS Young Scientist’s Forum in the current year;
• Not be a resident of the country hosting the event;
• Not come from the Organizer’s laboratory;
• Be registered to the Course “Mitochondria in Life Death and Disease 2017”;

Applicants should provide:

a) Evidence that they are members of a FEBS Constituent Society (or be in the process to becoming a member);

b) Recommendation letter from their supervisor;

c) Proof of registration as PhD students (from University/Institute Secretariat or a PhD Student card), if they are students, or proof of date of PhD award, if they are a Postdoctoral Scientists;

The registration fee should not be paid at this stage. FEBS will pay it for the successful candidates; unsuccessful candidates will pay the fee within the 31 July deadline

Deadline for applications: July 1 2017
(Please note that this deadline preceeds that for the general participants to the Course that has been fixed at July 31 2017)

Applications should be sent to: angela.evangelista@uniba.it with subject: YTF Application.

Those who will receive the Youth Travel Fund:

• will be notified by e-mail within the end of July 2017
• will be refunded for their registration fee during the course
• will receive their travel award (if any) directly by FEBS